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Organization of presentation

Mega trends in structure of agriculture
Latest financial picture for agricultural sector
Off-farm employment opportunities



Long-run structural trends 
across U.S. agriculture

Increasingly strong financial position of farm families 
relative to other U.S. families
Dependence of most farm households on off-farm 
sources of income
Strength of farm land values and increasing 
ownership by nonoperators
The distribution of government payments largely 
following production of certain row crops
Increasing use of production and marketing 
contracts since the 1950s
Increasing concentration in the production of 
agriculture 
Increase in the absolute number of small farms





Farm size is often based on 
gross sales class

…and size distribution varies across the 12 districts,
Changes occurred in between the last two censuses













Latest financial picture
All standard measures of farm sector and 
farm household financial performance 
indicators are projected to decline from 2008 
to 2009:

Sector income
Farm household income from farm and off-farm 
sources and health insurance coverage
Farm land values and net worth

Nevertheless, debt-to-asset ratio is relatively low 
and farm household financial indicators are strong 
relative to other US households
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Net cash income forecast to decline by 28 percent in 2009

Net cash income* is 
forecast at $69.8 billion in 
2009, down 28 percent 
from 2008’s nominal 
record $97.5 billion. 

Government payments 
will make a slightly larger 
contribution to the 
incomes of farmers and 
ranchers in 2009, 
accounting for about 18% 
of net cash income, up 
from 13% in 2008.  
Payments represented 40 
percent of net cash 
income in 2000.

* Net cash income is a measure of cash available to farmers to meet
expenditures, pay taxes, and service debt.
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First decline in both crop and livestock receipts in the same 
calendar year since 1998; only the second time since 1983

2009 reduction in receipts 
forecast at more than 10% 
for both crops and livestock
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From a sector perspective, to a family farm perspective, the latest story is similar

http://www.ers.usda.gov/Briefing/WellBeing/Images/Averagefarmincomesource1988-2009/Averagefarmincomesource1988-2009_d.html
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http://www.ers.usda.gov/Briefing/WellBeing/images/FOHIncomebySizeofFarm2008/FOHIncomebySizeofFarm2008_d.html




















Off-farm employment potential















Concluding comments:  
Looming issues

Employment growth during recovery
Impacts of biofuel production on structure and prices
Questions about the magnitude and impact of the 
consumer interest in local foods, safer foods, and 
organic foods
Implementation of climate change mitigation 
strategies
Sustainability of the agricultural policy environment, 
consumer biotech acceptance abroad, and biotech 
industry concentration, given renewed interest in 
addressing world hunger
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